Casing Spacers

4-Runner Min. (Thru 24” Dia Casing) or 6-Runner Min. (24"-42" Dia. Casing) Stainless STL. Type 304; 8” Wide Band

W Polymer Runners; Centered or Non-Centered; Clear Bell, Restained from Flotation; Insulated; “APS, Inc., MOD SS18” or “Cascade”

Nearest Belljoint (Typ. Ea. End)

1-PC. Pull-On Water Tight Neoprene End Seal W/ STN. STL. Clamps "APS" or "PSI"

Casing Spacer

Steel Casing

Adjustable Top Runners to Maintain 1” Max CLR.

Band Clamp at Springline

Provide 4 Runners at Bottom

Polymer Runner (Typ)

Neoprene Insulation Sleeve Between Pipe and Band

8” Wide Band Stainless Steel (Type 304)

30° Max

Steel Casing

45° Min